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Description:
What are the usual reasons given for explaining the Holocaust?
Hitler was insane and most Germans were anti-Semitic? True. But it wasn't the real story. The
hidden forces which created hatred for Jews, once again, are surfacing in the world.
Have you noticed how dangerously anti-Semitic Wall Street protests have become, or, how many
young black people have become anti-Semitic? Israel is surrounded with enemies. The Russians are
openly anti-Semitic and Europe is flooded with Muslims. While America, the only solid support for
Israel is growing weaker by the day. When you put all these conditions together it spells disaster.
What if I told you that every one of these conditions was planned out by the greatest enemy Jews
ever had, and no, it wasn’t Hitler. This enemy is still alive and working for the destruction of the

Jewish people. He has allies everywhere.
I'm going to reveal this enemy to you and how he works. His modern agenda goes way beyond Jews
today. He also has deadly plans for Muslims and black people. His biggest concern is the rise of
China. A nation he hopes to shape into another technological powerhouse to service him. Not unlike,
how Germany did it for him in the past.
What you'll be learning is a buried secret among a hidden super elite.
These are the social engineers behind the social engineers. People who can't afford public exposure
in case their hidden plans don't succeed. With most Jews paying the price of their failure, and never
them. A handful of people, and no more.
If you're Jewish, I'm guessing, you don't really want to blindly walk into another Holocaust in case
they screw up? Am I right?
The greatest threat to the future of Jews might be a China gone bad. Most Jews think they're safe
with a powerful China, but how many Jews felt the same way with the most advanced nation in
Europe once, Germany? Why so? I'm going to explain that. And to explain why, I have to go way back
in history.
Would you like you know what Moses learned about God when he had his talk with him? And how
big of a secret it was? Well, think about this.
God killed half the slaves he saved, even after just giving them a commandment not to kill. Talk
about ironies. Marching the survivors for a long time so only a handful of them remembered his
secret.
Did you really believe a people just liberated from Egyptian slavery would have worshiped a Golden
Calf so quickly, or would have engaged in an orgy with the knowledge Moses was talking to God
while they were having sex? Is that really how people would have behaved under such
circumstances? Is it?
Wouldn’t that have been insane behavior considering their circumstances? Outside the bounds of
rational behavior considering their circumstances?
Think about it. Would frightened slaves have defied their God after he just proved his existence to
them by liberating them? No way, what really happened when Moses came down to talk to his
people was never truthfully told. Until now, that is.
Truth is, the Biblical tale was a stupid cover story to hide the truth of what really occurred.
So…...do you want to learn what Moses learned about God?
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